Neural time-resolution depending on waveform of spikes.
A neural mechanism for detecting temporal coincidence in spike arrival is examined. The neurons fire when some spikes arrive simultaneously. The neurons of the electric fish can detect the coincidence in the microsecond range under hard temporal constraints: the width of spikes is more than 0.5 msec and the arrival time jitters on the scale of tens of microseconds. Since the synaptic connections between those neurons are electronic, the neural circuit is represented by a circuit composed of electric resistances. Computer simulation of behavior of the electric circuit model is presented to show that the nervous system can achieve the fine temporal sensitivity under the constraints. Analysis of the model shows that waveform of spikes is a critical condition to produce the sensitivity; peaks of spikes must be sharp. Also, the effect of the jitter of spike arrival is estimated to indicate that the coincidence detecting mechanism is tolerant of the jitter.